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Abstract
This article refers to the concept of nuclearity as a broader technopolitical phenomenon that implies a political and cultural
configuration of technical and scientific matters. The nuclear media discourses become a site of tensions, struggles, and
power relations between various institutions, social groups, and agentswho seek to framenuclear issues. The Bourdieusian
concept of a field as a domain of social interaction is employed by the authors of this article seeking to reveal interactions
and power configurations within and between several fields: journalism and media, economy, politics, and cultural pro-
duction fields (cinematography, literature, and art). Commercial and political pressures on media raise a question about
the autonomy of this field. Media coverage of nuclear issues in Lithuania during the period 2018–2020, includes media
framing produced by different sponsors of the nuclear media discourses and agents from the above-mentioned fields of
journalism, nuclear industry, politics, cinematography or arts. The media coverage includes the news and press releases
produced within PR and public communication of the atomic energy industry by representing the decommissioning of the
Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant, articles written by journalists about the atomic city Visaginas, and challenges faced by the
local community due to the closure of the Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant. The nuclear discourse includes debates by politi-
cians around the topic of the lack of safety of the construction of the Astravyets Nuclear Power Plant in Belarus, andmedia
coverage of the HBO series Chernobyl representing a strong antinuclear narrative by portraying the Chernobyl disaster
crisis and expressing strong criticism of communism. The authors of this article carried out a qualitative content analysis of
media coverage on nuclear issues and revealed features of the discourse: interpretative packages, frames, framing devices
(Gamson & Modigliani, 1989), and dominating actors and institutions supporting the discourse.
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1. Introduction
The article analyses the nuclear media discourses that
proliferated on four news portals in Lithuania from
2018–2020. During this period, the debate on nuclear
energy intensified around several topics. In recent years,
nuclear discourse has been developed around the issue
of the decommissioning of the Ignalina Nuclear Power
Plant (INPP), the only Lithuanian nuclear facility. This
nuclear power plant with an RMBK-style reactor began
operating in 1983. The INPP units were shut down
in 2004 and 2009, while the dismantling process will
last until 2038. The decision to close INPP was a pre-
condition for Lithuania to enter the EU. The nuclear facil-
ity with RBMK-1500 reactors (the same as in Chernobyl)
in Lithuania was considered by international experts
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to be unsafe due to potential nuclear accident risks.
In 2012, during a referendum on the construction of a
new power plant, citizens did not support the idea of
building a new nuclear power plant (NPP). The closure
of the INPP has affected the situation of the ‘atomic’
town Visaginas which was established to accommodate
atomic industry specialists and their families. The city
comprises an exceptional multi-ethnic background for
Lithuania—in the 1970s, nuclear industry experts, engi-
neers, and construction workers from other republics
of the Soviet Union were sent to Lithuania to estab-
lish the atomic industry. Following the closure of the
INPP and the commencement of the dismantling process,
Visaginas and its inhabitants have undergone a painful
change of place identity; from mono industrial atomic
town to the post-industrial and post-nuclear stage.
During the period of analysis which is the concern
of this article, 2018–2020, new topics have appeared in
the media discourse: media coverage of the Chernobyl
accident and the HBO miniseries Chernobyl, which was
filmed in Lithuania and the territory of INPP, and the
growing political discourse on the lack of safety of the
Astravyets NPP (ANPP) in Belarus on the border with
Lithuania. The emergence of these four major topics
evokes a discussion of how media framing takes place
by involving nuclear media discourse sponsors from dif-
ferent social and professional fields: media and jour-
nalism, nuclear industry, politics, cinematography, and
art. Nuclear discourses are interpreted and conceptual-
ized in this study by using theories describing the phe-
nomenon of nuclearity (Hecht, 2009, 2012). Additionally,
inspiring insights are gained fromBourdieu’s Field Theory
(Bourdieu, 1993, 1996, 1998), which explains the distri-
bution of power in various social spheres and fields, their
peculiarities and interactions.
This peculiarity of media coverage raises the ques-
tion of how the properties of the fields (nuclear industry
as a specific economy, politics, media, cinematography,
television) determine the specific traits of the nuclear
discourses they produce. A study of nuclear media dis-
courses falls within the realm of critical theory when
discussing how social actors and institutions with greater
power construct dominant discourses and how some
participants with less power remain invisible and voice-
less. It is important to identify the key actors in the
nuclear discourse and the narratives they produce. At the
same time, the very concept of nuclearity is scrutinized
from a critical perspective, revealing how processes in
the nuclear energy industry deal with the configuration
of power.
2. Nuclearity, Nuclear Media Discourses and
Bourdieu’s Field Theory
In our study, we refer to the notion of nuclear media dis-
courses (Entman & Rojecki, 1993; Gamson & Modigliani,
1989) as a form of framing and social construction
applied to representations of nuclear issues. Media
discourses contribute to constructing the meaning of
nuclear issues by providing interpretative packages uti-
lizing frames as central organizing ideas (Gamson &
Modigliani, 1989). Gamson and Modigliani (1989) deter-
mined the historically competing packages on nuclear
issues—the pro-nuclear frame of progress as the soci-
ety’s commitment to technological development and
economic growth, counterthemes of runaway and soft
paths, not cost-effective, the ambivalent frame of devil’s
bargain. Other authors identified themes of techno-
logical and social progress, economic growth, political
aspects, environmental concern, conflict, etc. (Zukas,
2018). Framing in media is influenced by social norms
and values, organizational pressures and constraints,
the pressure of interest groups, journalist practice
and political orientations (Scheufele, 2000, as cited
in Mercado-Sáez, Marco-Crespo, & Álvarez-Villa, 2019,
p. 4). Nuclear issue-specific frames are promoted by
sponsors engaged in the production ofmeaning and facil-
itating the articulation and spread of the interpretative
packages through advocacy, public relations, advertis-
ing, and other tangible activities: interviews with journal-
ists, articles, etc. (Gamson & Modigliani, 1989). Studies
of media coverage on nuclear issues in different coun-
tries (Balkan-Sahin, 2019; Mercado-Sáez et al., 2019)
reveal how powerful stakeholders and interest groups
(politicians, government and other officials, nuclear
industry companies) become the sponsors of pronu-
clear discourses and express their political and eco-
nomic interests in the media. Stakeholders from envi-
ronmental movements (citizens, organizations) express
environmental concerns on nuclear issues in media dis-
course. As research on nuclear media discourse demon-
strates, politicians and government officials tend to dom-
inate coverage of the issue while environmental activist
sources are less referenced. In many countries, the anti-
nuclear discourse remains marginal.
One more important element distinguished by schol-
ars is media norms and practices in which journalists and
media companies play a prominent role; they become
an important medium between sponsors of discourses
and audiences.
Gamson andModigliani (1989), while discussing how
issue cultures are produced, point out the main deter-
minants of this process: cultural resonances (larger cul-
tural themes and support of broader cultural discourse),
the activity of sponsors, andmedia practices (journalistic
working norms and practices). In some cases, journalists
actively participate by contributing their own frames and
inventing their own catchphrases. Zukas (2018) notes
that journalists choose rather the role of a messenger
than an active producer of the nuclear discourse by
applying certain strategies: obtaining information from
political and government officials and the energy indus-
try, citing sources from experts holding official titles
and degrees and fall under the influence of strategic
communication and public relations of nuclear compa-
nies. Peculiarities of framing are related to the nature
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of journalism as a field. The Bourdieusian concept of
a field provides a conceptualization of journalism as
a field of power, a domain of social interaction and
social practice that is co-constituted with social struc-
tures (Bourdieu, 1998). The theoretical framework pro-
vided by Bourdieu enables us to discern interactions
and power configurations within and between several
fields—journalism and media, economy, politics, civic
society—and could enable a greater understanding of
how nuclear discourses are constructed. On the one
hand, the journalistic field is defined as relatively inde-
pendent from politics and the economy and has its own
logic, on the other hand, commercial and political pres-
sures on the media raise a question about the autonomy
of this domain, especially under the conditions of grow-
ingmarketization ofmedia (Brown, 2013). Analysis of var-
ious fields (politics, journalism, nuclear industry) reveals
the main participants in the fields (journalists, experts,
academics, intellectuals) and the nature of knowledge
and practices they exercise in the field. In the shift to
online journalism, journalism is undergoing a change as
dependency on themarket and subsidies from stakehold-
ers is growing. Journalists acquire new professional roles,
norms, practices, and new routines have been emerging
(Zukas, 2018).
The authors describing nuclear energy point to the
concept of nuclearity which embraces a broader area of
nuclear matters: human-made isotopes, nuclear indus-
try, a nuclear state, nuclear citizenship, and nuclear dis-
course (Hecht, 2009, 2012). The field of nuclear indus-
try is not simply an ordinary and banal industry; it is
a broader technopolitical phenomenon that implies a
political and cultural configuration of technical and scien-
tific matters. Thus, the concept of nuclearity reflects the
interconnection of different fields: science and technolo-
gies, industry, politics, and cultural production (including
media), medical and health care. Nuclearity is described
as a techno-political regime dependent upon power rela-
tions in national politics and transnational networks.
According to Hecht (2012), nuclearity is related
to nuclear exceptionalism—the implication that
nuclear matters are unique, different from ordinary
(non-nuclear) matters. It is related to a specific con-
centration of power and prestige in the field of nuclear
research and industry. Nuclear exceptionalism is pro-
moted in a broader cultural discourse. Since the 1950s,
utopian dreams, atomic fantasies, and promises related
to limitless and cheap electricity and visionary images
of a better life have been disseminated (Hecht, 2012).
The nuclear cultural discourse included four dominat-
ing ‘master tropes’—mystery, secrecy, potency, and
entelechy (Kinsella, 2005). Mystification of nuclear sci-
ence, theology, and hierarchy turned nuclear energy
experts and specialists into ‘nuclear priests.’ According to
Anshelm (2010), nuclear scientists are depicted as magi-
cians and wizards whose work is a kind of ‘witchcraft,’
‘atomic enchantment’ at the nuclear reactor as a ‘witch
oven.’ These dominating themes supported nuclear
exceptionalism when nuclear was associated with some-
thing ontologically unique. At the same time, dominating
themes of nuclear cultural discourse reveal the complex-
ity of the interconnection of nuclear industry, science
and technologies, politics, and culture works and how
cultural production fields support the functioning of
nuclearity as a techno-political regime.
Furthermore, because of the secrecy it entails, the
nuclear energy industry is not a banal economy. The his-
toric roots of secrecy can be traced to nuclear research
around the creation of the atomic bomb andmilitary use
of nuclear energy. The mysterious and secret nature of
the nuclear work created nuclear superiority and excep-
tionalism by substantiating the observation that “hier-
archical structures that emerge under the nuclear sign
privilege closed communities of technical, military, and
government insiders” (Kinsella, 2005, p. 55). According
to Kinsella (2005), nuclear science and technologies
are widely portrayed as intellectually challenging and
therefore cannot easily be grasped by ordinary peo-
ple. Mystery and secrecy created a boundary between
nuclear experts as representatives of the ‘hard sciences’
and the public, hence limiting public knowledge and dis-
empowering the public by excluding them from decision
making in the nuclear domain (Kinsella, 2005).
Nuclear disasters in Three Mile Island (1969),
Chernobyl (1986), and Fukushima (2011) revealed the
potential risks involved with the nuclear energy industry.
Awareness of the risks posed by unsafe nuclear reac-
tors has ushered in a new period of nuclear industry
development. In the 1980s and 1990s, anti-nuclear atti-
tudes intensified in many countries. New nuclear safety
culture was introduced by raising and implementing
new requirements and standards of safety and ensur-
ing transparency and openness to the public. A broader
cultural discourse turned from promoting an optimistic
and utopian narrative on the future of nuclear energy to
a pessimistic and even dystopian vision of the nuclear
future. Many countries decided to curtail the role of the
nuclear energy industry in national energy landscapes
due to negative public opinion and the increased costs
of the nuclear industry.
On the one hand, the accessibility of the nuclear
industry to the public has been strengthened through
public communication, the promotion of educational
programs, and providing tours at the sites of nuclear
reactors. On the other hand, it has been revealed that
the nuclear industry employs communication strate-
gies to convince the public of safety, reliability, and
high professional standards. Authors analysing the dis-
course of public communication, tourism, memory work
and heritagization produced by nuclear energy industry,
point out a peculiarity of this discourse: A strong pro-
nuclear narrative around the necessity of nuclear indus-
try and safety, intending to shape a positive image of
the industry, with an avoidance and reluctance to reveal
potential risks posed by the industry and to mention
nuclear incidents and catastrophes that have occurred
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at the nuclear energy sites (Storm, Krohn Andersson, &
Rindzevičiūtė, 2019). Stories of disastrous pasts are not
told at the nuclear energy communication and mem-
ory sites—these narratives occupy other heritage arenas
(Storm et al., 2019). Anti-nuclear attitudes and a discur-
sively proclaimed safetymyth are presented inmuseums,
memorials, cinematography, literature, and arts. These
cultural production sub-fields follow their own logic and
are relatively independent of nuclear industry and the
political field which usually supports nuclear energy and
a pro-nuclear stance. At the same time, due to grow-
ing pressures from the economic and political field and
increasing dependence on themarket and subsidies from
stakeholders, journalism, and the media domain have
become a site of public relations for nuclear industry
companies and strategic communication for state insti-
tutions (Zukas, 2018).
Discourses on nuclear matters in the cultural produc-
tion field have specific features. Bourdieu provides a view
of the broad field of cultural production and describes its
sub-fields: television, journalism, literature, cinematog-
raphy, arts (Bourdieu, 1993, 1996, 1998; Hesmondhalgh,
2006). According toBourdieu, these areas are considered
to be of the same nature, but there are some differences
between them. Cochrane (2013) points out that cine-
matography differs from literature because emotion and
sensation in cinematography are stronger in film viewing
than in literature.
The miniseries Chernobyl exemplifies an overlapping
of several cultural production sub-fields—television as
mass production, cinematography as art, and literature.
Additionally, film marketing in the media enhances the
cultural consumption of the series. This field of cultural
production is under heavy pressure from the economic
field. These commercial television channels are watched
by millions of viewers in the US, the United Kingdom,
and around theworld. At the same time, HBO represents
a hybrid field where several sub-fields—television, cine-
matography, and digital space—interconnect. This series
has been produced on television for mass consumption.
Applying the Bourdieusian framework of the field to
the analysis of cinematography, this art form is regarded
as a habitus and social practice of embodied specta-
torship with several elements—the film on the screen,
the viewing body, and the space of viewing (Cochrane,
2013). The nature of spatiality in cinema and the devel-
opment of specific practices of spectatorship and view-
ing, which is the nature of cinematic pleasure, defines
the particularity of the sub-field. Practices of spectator-
ship are an expression and constitution of the collective
public identity of the audience (Cochrane, 2013). At the
same time, cinematography is a form of art and produces
artistic expressive forms that evoke feelings through
image, sound, and symbols. Although the Chernobyl
series addresses historical events and refers to archival
materials, the film itself as a work of art is an artistic
interpretation. The production company of the series
provided an interpretation of Alexievich’s book Voices
from Chernobyl. The story of Chernobyl deals with the
presentation of reality (historical facts) and at the same
time, it is a drama aimed to evoke strong emotions (fear,
beauty, sorrow) and aesthetic sensations. The TV series
Chernobyl is created in the highly market-dependent
HBO television field, which operates separately from the
economic field of the nuclear industry. This indepen-
dence made it possible to make a shocking film about
the worst nuclear accident in history that shattered the
safety myth of the entire nuclear industry and revealed
potential risks and the devastating effects of nuclear
energy on human health and the natural environment.
The main criticism in the series is aimed at the
Soviet nuclear energy industry as a peculiar technopolit-
ical regime that existed in the Soviet Union. Under this
regime, technologies and nuclear facilities, and specific
organizational nuclear culture with systemic defects in
nuclear energywere combinedwith specific political gov-
ernance of the industry (including secrecy and bureau-
cracy). Even though the series does not express criti-
cism of other national technopolitical nuclear regimes
and direct disapproval of the American nuclear indus-
try (in this context it is worthy to mention that the
United States is the largest producer of nuclear power
in the world), there is no denying that the Chernobyl
series contributes to a broader anti-nuclear cultural dis-
course which makes an indirect impact on fields deal-
ing with the nuclear industry by fashioning the atti-
tudes of common citizens to nuclear energy. The series
becomes an attempt to contribute to the new politics
of representation by challenging gender-related stereo-
types and gender inequality in the cultural production
sector. By introducing the character of Ulana Khomyuk,
a woman nuclear physicist, the authors of Chernobyl
seek to counter a traditional distribution of power in
nuclear science and industry where women are under-
represented in the male-dominated field. Due to the rel-
ative independence of the cultural production field and
a different level of exposure to the pressures of the mar-
ket and politics, some peculiarities could be detected in
different national and historical contexts. Therefore, an
empirical study of nuclear media discourses in Lithuania
delving into the interaction of the fields of nuclear indus-
try, politics, and cultural production (including media)
could contribute to a better understanding of howpower
configurations are produced.
3. Methodology
The four Lithuanian online news portals which have
the biggest audience of readers were empirically analy-
sed. Three of them are commercial daily news websites
(delfi.lt; lrytas.lt and 15min.lt) and the fourth one is a
news portal by the national broadcaster (lrt.lt).
By applying data scraping methods (Karthikeyan,
Sekaran, Ranjith, & Balajee, 2019), the authors of the
article created a unique tool of article collection by
using R language. Articles were collected from the news
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portals by using keywords ‘Visaginas city,’ ‘Ignalina NPP,’
‘Astravyets NPP,’ ‘Chernobyl.’ The articles were collected
for the years 2018–2020. A total number of 3,451 articles
were explored. The keyword ‘Astravyets NPP’ was found
in 1529 cases, ‘Chernobyl’ in 831 cases, ‘Ignalina NPP’ in
658 cases, and ‘Visaginas city’ in 433 cases (Figure 1).
The qualitative content analysis of media articles
for revealing nuclear media packages was employed by
referring to framing devices (Gamson & Lasch, 1983;
Gamson&Modigliani, 1989): metaphors, exemplars (i.e.,
historical examples fromwhich lessons are drawn), catch-
phrases, depictions, and visual images, roots, conse-
quences, and moral appeals. The articles were analysed
factoring in: the date when the article was uploaded
online, the leads (first two paragraphs of the article), the
author(s) of the article, selection of quotes, and conclud-
ing statements or paragraphs of the articles.
4. Findings: Nuclear Online Mass Media Discourses
In this section we discuss four different nuclear media
packages.
4.1. Media Package ‘Safe Nuclear Technologies under
Political Governance’
The study established the media package with a frame
representing the nuclear sector as an exceptional (not
banal) nuclear industry fulfilling commitments to the
international standards of safety. The exemplar of this
package is the national nuclear industry. This package
is promoted by public officials, governmental organiza-
tions, politicians, and official representatives of the NPP.
Since 2009, after the second unit of INPP was closed,
power has not been further generated by nuclear energy
in Lithuania, and this energy industry branch is no longer
part of the energy landscape. The necessary funding
for decommissioning and nuclear waste management
comes from the EU and is affirmed during the highest
level of political negotiations, where Lithuanian politi-
cians negotiate with the EU on the amount of sup-
port for INPP closure work. ‘Tensions are raging’ in the
President’s negotiations with members of the EU parlia-
ment pertaining to the allowance allocated to Lithuania.
This media package frames Lithuanian nuclear indus-
try as safe, clean and professionally managed. The
central idea (frames) recognized in the media, reveals
the features of the Lithuanian nuclear energy facil-
ity. Previously part of the Soviet nuclear energy pro-
gram, it now belongs to a technopolitical regime which
has undergone fundamental changes in the last three
decades since Lithuania regained its independence in
1990 and joined the EU in 2004. INPP with an unsafe
RMBK reactor is being dismantled following the interna-
tional EU regulations and directives on nuclear safety,
and nuclear safety culture has changed.
A general attitude is being formed that advocates that
all problems related to dismantling and nuclear waste
management are safely solved technologically and car-
ried out professionally. Environmental concerns and pos-
sible human health risks posed by nuclear waste are not
mentioned: The media coverage focuses rather on the
general description of dismantling, repository construc-
tion, and financing issues, without going into too much
technical detail and without discussing the potential risks
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Figure 1. Number of articles examined during the period 2018–2020, all keywords.
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there is no discussion or reminder that radioactive waste
will be present in the country for thousands of years. This
is explained by the fact that the closure of INPP already
presupposes the elimination of risks caused by nuclear
energy. At the same time, the marginality of this dis-
course can be related to the fact that INPP decommis-
sioning and nuclear waste management is performed by
using themost advanced, safety-enhancingmodern tech-
nologies, following international recommendations and
standards for nuclear safety, employing professional INPP
staff and nuclear experts.
INPP communication seeks to minimize the corre-
lation with the Chernobyl nuclear accident. It reflects
the general tendency of the entire nuclear industry pub-
lic communication to avoid associations with unsafety.
There are no other participants (environmental organiza-
tions, NGOs) in the nuclear media discourse who would
express environmental concerns.
It should be noted that most of the articles written
by journalists on this topic are based on press releases
from the authorities and political parties or press confer-
ences. Information on the progress, reliability and pro-
fessionalism of the performed work is provided by the
official reports of the INPP Communication Department
and the Ministry of Energy supervising the work of this
state enterprise. The strong reliance on press releases
provided by official sources reveals that agency is pos-
sessed mostly by public authorities and the state-owned
nuclear company. Texts in this media package are short,
formal, and expressionless; they lack metaphors, catch-
phrases, and visual symbols. Only occasionally are other
participants, who do not directly formally represent the
nuclear energy and political field, invited by journalists
to contribute to the discourse. In such situations, inter-
views with nuclear experts reveal more technical details
of dismantling and repository preparation, as scientists
assess and analyse risks.
In some cases, journalists, when presenting the ongo-
ing dismantling of INPP and the stages of construction
of storage facilities for nuclear fuel waste, challenge offi-
cial narratives and point out again the inherent unsafety
of the constructions of INPP reactors which are similar
to those of the Chernobyl reactor. Articles prepared by
the INPP Communication Department about the great
interest in the NPP and the influx of visitors after the
release of the HBO series appeared in themedia, but this
communication did not touch upon the INPP relationship
with the Chernobyl NPP (CNPP) and the similarities to the
dismantled INPP RMBK type reactor.
Still, this interpretative package emphasizes that
all aspects related to the potential damage caused by
nuclear waste to humans and the environment as well
as potential imperfections in modern science and tech-
nology, deficiencies in nuclear knowledge and science,
and in the expertise of nuclear industry experts, are
unquestionable and undoubted. The package incorpo-
rates a theme around belief in technological progress
and advances in nuclear science and technology.
4.2. Media Package ‘Unsafe Nuclear Technopolitical
Regimes’
This package is exemplified by the topic of discussion
around the issue of the ANPP under construction in
Belarus. Political framing of the nuclear project at ANPP
is found in Lithuanian media with reference to unsafety.
The political actions of the Lithuanian government are
presented and the official position is expressed both
to the government of Belarus and to the international
organizations that oversee the safety of nuclear industry.
The media constantly publishes notifications about the
preparations for launching the NPP in Belarus—informs
about the launching stages and regularly discusses poten-
tial threats.
Media airs the position of the political entity Anti-
Astravyets Movement, initiated by members of differ-
ent parties, whose strategy was to present a petition to
the European Parliament about the suspension of the
ANPP and the ban on the import of electricity gener-
ated by this power plant into the EU associated countries,
as well as an acceleration of the synchronization of the
Baltic electricity grids with the EU network. Since 2016,
Lithuania has been attempting to reach a consensus with
neighbouring countries (Latvia, Poland) on a common
political strategy concerning ANPP due to the poten-
tially hazardous nature of this project. Top-level politi-
cians and representatives of ministries are proactively
involved in shaping the nuclear discourse. The Lithuanian
President is mentioned as participating in various discus-
sions around agreements with the EU countries, meet-
ings with the National Defence Council, conversations
with the Presidents of the Baltic States and with Nobel
Laureate S. Alexievich.
Political field agents (politicians, leaders of parties,
prominent political figures) highlight unsafety issues in
various genres of media content—press releases, expres-
sions of opinion, discussion with politicians or ministries.
When using the highest political discourse and organiz-
ing international pressure and resistance to the con-
struction and operation of the nuclear facility in Belarus,
Lithuanian politicians in the political field as well as in
the media, name, and comment on the technical unsafe
parameters of the NPP, including the risky location—
impermissible proximity to large residential areas (less
than 50km to Lithuania’s capital Vilnius). The main visual
representations involve images depicting a modern NPP
building with two cooling towers. There are several varia-
tions of the same image with cooling towers in the back-
ground: in some photographs, the foreground depicts
agricultural fields with hay bales, elsewhere with com-
bine harvesters, or with an oldwoodenwell, or a peasant
driving a cart horse. These images imply the impermissi-
ble proximity of the nuclear facility to villages with rural
activities. Some of these images express a hidden mock-
ingmessage about the incompatibility of ambition to rec-
oncilemodern nuclear energy facility and backward rural
life and ‘technologies’ (a cart horse, a wooden well).
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One more important aspect highlighted by many
politicians is that the nuclear project in Belarus is con-
structed by the Russian company Rosatom and financed
by Russia (‘Putin’ and ‘Kremlin’). Consequently, besides
economic incentives, the project is perceived as having a
political underpinning with the strong impact of ‘Russia’s
Hand.’ In the discussion about the unsafety of the ANPP,
an economic topic also surfaces: Lithuania takes the posi-
tion that theNPP is an unsafe project, therefore it refuses
to buy energy from ANPP and urges other EU countries
(especially neighbouring Latvia) to do the same. Thus,
technological safety and security arguments reveal that it
is not a banal economy based on economic benefits. The
press has consistently emphasized that the potential eco-
nomic benefits of electricity from a NPP for thousands of
people cannot outweigh the risks and harm to human
health and the environment. This idea is expressed by
the use of catchphrases such as “our neighbours get
cheap electricity; we get iodine pills” (Martikonis, 2020).
When speaking about ANPP, media coverage on
nuclear power unsafety is related to environmental and
health risks framing, which is created and formed by
those involved in the discourse. Lithuanian politicians,
when criticizing the ANPP, emphasize the unsafety of
this nuclear facility and the non-compliance of techni-
cal parameters with international safety standards. It is
noted that the constant technical incidents at the ANPP
under construction just 50km from Vilnius raise serious
doubts about thework quality in the project under devel-
opment. The enterprise is described as potentially pos-
ing a hazardous threat to human health. The ANPP is
deemed a mistake, insecure, and a serious threat to
Lithuania. Such depictions as ‘ticking bomb,’ ‘awaken-
ing monster,’ ‘atomic jumbo on clay feet’ are applied.
Journalists give advice on where to buy potassium iodide
tablets and how these tablets will be delivered to border
residents (the medicines should be taken in the event of
a radiation leak or other serious incident at the ANPP).
The Chernobyl experience and the irreversible health
effects of radiation are recalled in terms of the poten-
tial danger posed by the ANPP. Vivid statements and
catch-phrases by prominent politicians and public fig-
ures about a possible accident at the ANPP are quoted:
“Astravyets will shake, and neither my children nor my
home will remain” (Oželytė, 2020). It should be noted
that this discourse was developed during the screening
of the series Chernobyl (May and June 2019), and there-
after, (in 2020), ‘stirred’ the general discourse about
nuclear disasters and their consequences in Lithuania.
It explains why iconographic images of the Chernobyl dis-
aster are displayed in the news portals. One of the mem-
orable images of the nuclear disaster used in the media
coverage on the ANPP is taken from Chernobyl—a clean-
up worker wearing protective overalls and a mask—is
depicted in the articles on the ANPP. In the context of
ANPP reports, the importance of measuring radiation
levels, conducting research, and analysing the effects of
radiation on the human body is highlighted in the media.
4.3. Media Package ‘Disastrous Nuclearity’ with an
Example of Chernobyl
The HBO series Chernobyl screened in 2019 evoked
wide media discourse in Lithuania about the disastrous
nature of nuclearity, the high risk posed by the nuclear
energy industry and the hazardous effects of radioactive
contamination on human health and the environment.
The Chernobyl accident becomes a signifier of a specific
Soviet techno-political regime. The predominant subject
matter of interviews, stories, opinions, and testimonies
in Lithuanian news portals is a criticism of the Soviet
regime and the Soviet government for lying and conceal-
ing information about the accident. Lithuanian citizens
themselves as well as news portals readers have authen-
tic experiences of the Chernobyl accident, and how they
survived being in the territory exposed to radioactive
contamination both during and after the accident.
Thus, the series’ strong criticism of the Soviet regime
for the management of nuclear energy, which led to
the catastrophe, and the manner in which the conse-
quences of the catastrophe were handled, is gaining a
unique dynamic in Lithuania. Journalists find spectacu-
lar metaphors and depictions to describe Chernobyl as a
‘deathmachine’ and ‘cosmic disaster’ that coincidedwith
a ‘social cataclysm’ (Lukaševičius, 2019). This media cov-
erage of the Chernobyl series and of the nuclear accident
in Chernobyl itself has become a kind of memory work
exercise, when Lithuanians, invited and encouraged by
journalists, share memories and recall the Soviet past,
sharply criticizing the Soviet regime and Soviet nuclear
energy industry. In addition to authentic experiences
of Lithuanian residents who participated in the emer-
gency response and suffered critical damage to their
health, media coverage presents a great deal of mate-
rial with stories and testimonies by clean-up workers,
their families, and other citizens from Ukraine, Russia,
Belarus. These authentic testimonies of the participants
of the Chernobyl accident are procured by Lithuanian
journalists from the portals of other countries (e.g., for-
eign journalists working in Ukraine, articles from Russia,
Ukrainian online portals) and reprinted in Lithuania.
In addition, journalists refer to various scientific, pop-
ular sources about Chernobyl (facts about the number
of victims, details of clean-up operation, etc.). One of
the impressive metaphors employed by media cover-
age is a story about the statue of Prometheus erected
in ‘atomgrad’ Pripyat—a town near CNPP. Before the
Chernobyl disaster, this monument was meant to sym-
bolize nuclear energy (Prometheus fire) bringing prosper-
ity to humankind. However, ironically, following the dis-
aster, this statuemetamorphosed into a symbol of divine
punishment for the use of nuclear energy (in the ancient
myth Prometheus was punished by Zeus for the stolen
fire). Among visual representations of this package are
iconic images of fire-damaged Chernobyl INPP, the aban-
doned ghost town of Pripyat with empty streets and
dwellings, and artifacts left by residents (toys, household
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items, dosimeters), and clean-up workers in gas masks
and protective clothing. Unlike the interpretations of
the Chernobyl events presented in the HBO series, the
Lithuanian press does not develop a heroic narrative,
memories of the events do not depict the heroism of
the clean-upworkers. In the Lithuanianmedia, the recon-
structions of the past are dominated by the motives of
either the existential survival of the nuclear catastrophe
or suffering experienced under the regime, as well as
the condemnation of and accusations against the Soviet
government. This Chernobyl theme includes the presen-
tation of documented history. For example, S. Plokhy’s
book Chernobyl: History of the Nuclear Catastrophe
reveals the flaws of the Soviet nuclear industry, linking
the disaster to the authoritarian nature of the regime,
control of scientists, the pursuit of economic goals at
the expense of safety and human lives and the con-
cealment of information (Brown, 2019). At the same
time as the HBO series Chernobyl was under discussion,
the book Chernobyl Prayer by S. Alexievich was pub-
lished in Lithuania and introduced in the media. Another
book widely discussed in the media in connection with
the series is Chernobyl: 01:23:40 by A. Leatherbarrow,
which emphasizes the consequences of the catastro-
phe, and the fates of the people who participated in
clean-up operation.
4.4. The Cultural Production Field in Creating the
Interpretative Package ‘Nuclear Culture’
This media package is ‘sponsored’ by actors from the cul-
tural production field, when journalists draw on nuclear
imagery as a part of nuclear culture and interact with cre-
ative workers, artists, and citizens by introducing them in
media artistic projects about nuclearity. The Chernobyl
series is an outstanding art project around nuclearity
which was filmed in Lithuania and at the INPP. Themedia
present the process of filming including the INPP staff,
and the local creative team, photos of actors, the filming
of scenes, and their location.
The series was filmed in a Soviet-built district in
Vilnius, depicting the CNPP atomic town Pripyat, while
scenes depicting the CNPP were filmed on the site of
the INPP.
The press discusses how these filming locations
in Vilnius and Kaunas have become places visited by
tourists. The INPP is fairly widely presented in the
media as a site of nuclear tourism—an influx of tourists
from Lithuania and abroad has been reported after the
screening of the HBO mini-series Chernobyl. The press
states that “two worlds met at the Ignalina Nuclear
Power Plant—cinema and a site of strategic importance
because of the dangers of radiation” (Špokas, 2019).
A further nuclear and cinematographic tourism destina-
tion discussed in the media is the premises of the INPP
training console, where scenes of the accident occurring
in the infamous control room of CNPP were filmed in the
HBO series Chernobyl. At the same time, one of the arti-
cles describes a new nuclear tourism entertainment in
the Chernobyl zone. The media coverage has become
a peculiar promotion of nuclear tourism in the terri-
tories related to the nuclear accident—the Chernobyl
Exclusion Zone and places in Lithuania that are associ-
ated with Chernobyl.
Another group of projects include exhibitions, per-
formances, music festivals, and books published in
Lithuania, which introduce the changing identity of the
atomic city Visaginas. Most artistic projects concern not
only nuclear energy but also emphasize INPP as a part of
the Soviet nuclear industry; sometimes appealing to life
in Soviet times with perceptible elements of nostalgia,
which is significantly different from the dominant mem-
ory politics, i.e., exceptionally negative or tending to sink
into oblivion. An example may be the art project Atomic
Identity (author N. Rekašiūtė), where a photo exhibition
and performance in a Soviet-type flat conveys every-
day Soviet life. The tourist route around Visaginas city
which includes Soviet architecture, presents the excep-
tional architectural and urban features characteristic of
the Soviet nuclear mono-industrial city. Extensive media
coverage of this topic emphasizes the difficult social situ-
ation following the closure of INPPwhen the city loses its
main economic source and is experiencing an economic
and social downturn. This discourse can be interpreted,
on the one hand, as a concern, a conscious and uncon-
scious attempt to draw the attention of the society to the
difficult situation of the city; on the other hand, such neg-
ative representations further marginalize the city com-
munity as a result of the stereotyping process, when
the city is portrayed as a place of economic, social, and
moral decline.
5. Discussion and conclusions
Media discourse in Lithuania has become a process of
collective sensemaking when, with reference to Gamson
and Modigliani (1989), diverse groups of strategic actors
present their position on nuclear issues by promoting dif-
ferent interpretative packages. The four frames identi-
fied in the study of online news media reveal the role
of sponsors of nuclear discourse who come from partic-
ular social and professional fields (nuclear industry, poli-
tics, nuclear science, economy, cultural production, etc.).
The interconnection of these different areas and fields
reflects multiple facets of the phenomenon of nuclearity
described by Hecht (2009, 2012; see Figure 2).
Bourdieu’s concept of the field enables the evalua-
tion of the role of sponsors of nuclear discourse in the
media from the perspective of the logic of the field they
represent. Moreover, field theory enables recognition of
the way in which diverse sponsors of the nuclear dis-
course frame nuclearity. Three interpretative packages
on (un)safety in nuclear industry and disastrous nucle-
arity (in the cases of NPPs in Lithuania (INPP), Belarus
(ANPPs), former USSR (CNPP) recognized in the research,
manifest the ideas of Bourdieu on politics as a field of
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Figure 2.Main interacting fields involved into construction of nuclear media discourses: Findings of analysis of Lithuanian
online media portals in 2018–2020.
power and Hecht’s conceptualization of nuclear excep-
tionalism, where nuclear industry is defined as excep-
tional (not banal) economy under the power of hierar-
chical structures. The media field, which is under the
influence of the political field, as well as strategic com-
munication and public relations departments of nuclear
companies (Zukas, 2018), assist in the construction of
the nuclear discourse corresponding to the general inten-
tions of the nuclear industry and the political field that
protects it. These three frames demonstrate features of
different technopolitical regimes, when nuclear indus-
try, technologies, safety standards, emergency and cri-
sis management during a nuclear disaster are handled
within a particular political and ideological regime, with
specific governance and nuclear citizenship and include
a particular approach toward the environment and citi-
zen health. Frames including media coverage of NPPs in
Lithuania (INPP) and Belarus (ANPPs) are promoted by
public officials and politicians, who become main spon-
sors of the nuclear discourse expressing strong agency in
providing journalists andmedia companies with informa-
tion and opinion on safety standards and international
political events, providing ideological and political eval-
uation of the situation. These sponsors provide press
releases, organize press conferences, give interviews and
write opinion articles. Together with journalists, they co-
create texts by using various framing devices (exemplars,
metaphors, catch phrases).
The official institutions in charge of nuclear energy in
Lithuania, and INPP itself, inform the public in media and
organize tourist excursions to the site of the nuclear facil-
ity. This study highlighted the general features of INPP’s
communication on decommissioning and nuclear waste
management: The general public is informed about the
safety of the work performed, the professionalism of the
NPP employees, and technological reliability. Actually,
such information reflects the real features of nuclear
safety culture, following the international safety stan-
dards and ensuring transparency. However, it should be
noted that the media does not comment in detail on
the technical solutions for dismantling and nuclearwaste
management.
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The ‘unsafety’ frame, relying on the ANPP case,
is closely related to another frame of ‘Disastrous
Nuclearity,’ exemplified in the case of media coverage
on the Chernobyl disaster and the HBO series Chernobyl.
While speaking about the unsafety of ANPPs in Belarus,
politicians excite the nuclear imagination of readers and
citizens by referring to the Chernobyl nuclear imagery
created in the cinematography, media or literature, and
employ particular framing devices with the help of jour-
nalists. Politicians seek to mobilise citizenry for actions
through nuclear discourse—to ensure citizen support for
the political actions at the national and international
level. Nuclear media discourse continues to reflect some
features of nuclear exceptionalism: This technology-
based industry with specific economic and safety stan-
dards is represented inmedia as an exclusive area of com-
petence for nuclear experts, high ranking politicians, and
public officials.
Two other interpretative packages—on Chernobyl
(‘Disastrous Nuclearity’ and ‘Nuclear Culture’)—
delineate the role of other key actors and sponsors: jour-
nalists, creative industries workers, citizens, artists, and
tourism providers. These interpretative packages illus-
trate another essential element of nuclearity: broader
cultural discourse. These frames have unveiled the
strong role and considerable weight of cinematogra-
phy, arts, and literature fields in constructing media
nuclear discourses.
The presentation and discussion of the series and
literary works on Chernobyl not only reconstructed the
course of Chernobyl as the biggest nuclear accident
and divulged the consequences, but also strengthened
the understanding of the Soviet legacy of Lithuanian
nuclear energy, stressing that filming the series in INPP
territory is related to the similarities of Chernobyl and
Ignalina Soviet design RMBK reactors. At the same
time, the participation of the INPP in both filming the
series and nuclear tourism have become an example of
nuclear industry collaborating with creative industry and
reflected the nature of a new understanding of nucle-
arity, involving cultural discourse and nuclear imagery.
Through raising public awareness, public communica-
tion, and tourism, the nuclear industry has been moving
from the paradigm of secrecy, mystery, ‘witchcraft’ and
nuclear exceptionalism (Anshelm, 2010; Hecht, 2009,
2012; Kinsella, 2005) to banalisation of the nuclear
energy by making it more familiar, ‘domestic’ and
commonplace (Sastre-Juan & Valentines-Alvarez, 2019).
The social field related to the nuclear industry—the com-
munity of the atomic town Visaginas and the search for
a new identity—is a part of the frame on the cultural
and social facets of nuclearity. However, in the general
framing of nuclearity, this narrative occupies a much
smaller part of the media discourse. It illustrates the
lesser power of this social field and its members. It is
worth noting that in the general context of nuclear dis-
course, social issues carry less weight than political and
economic industrial issues, which are dictated by the
fields of power—politics and nuclear industry. These two
frames include the extensive presentation and, discus-
sion of nuclearity in the HBO series as well as literary and
artistic works about Chernobyl. Journalists, artists, cul-
tural actors, and tourism developers involve citizens in
memory work on the Chernobyl accident and contribute
in a specific way to the development of nuclear citi-
zenship and nuclear belonging in the media. Memories
of Chernobyl highlighted the cultural and political iden-
tity of Lithuanian citizens—a negative attitude towards
the Soviet regime and its controlled nuclear industry,
where the Chernobyl accident was considered a signif-
icant dramatic event in this industry branch, in which
citizens participated involuntarily and the negative con-
sequences of which are still being experienced. These
ideas, attitudes and experiences of negative nuclear citi-
zenship resonate with the political field-constructed dis-
course onANPP,where politicians create representations
of another country’s nuclear unsafety and construct neg-
ative attitudes and perceptions of citizens about possible
risks of nuclear contamination in Lithuania due to a pos-
sible nuclear accident at ANPP.
Artistic projects (theatre and art performances, pho-
tograph exhibitions, etc.) presented in the media around
the nuclear city of Visaginas play an important role in
involving the local community, giving it a voice, and
assisting in the negotiation of a new post-nuclear and
post-industrial identity. Nuclear discourse participants
(politicians, nuclear industry, media, art representatives,
and citizens) construct nuclear media discourse with
differing amounts of media participation—some partici-
pants are more visible (politicians, nuclear industry) and
certain frames are more pronounced, while other par-
ticipants express less agency (i.e., the atomic city com-
munity) and topics are less elaborate. A special role of
the cultural production field (cinematography, literature,
and arts) emerged, in which a broader cultural nuclear
discourse, which includes an anti-nuclear stance, is being
developed in fields relatively independent from politics
and the nuclear industry, which involve citizens, and cre-
ates a space for the expression of their agency, civic par-
ticipation, and existential experiences.
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